TROUBLE SHOOTING
200 Watt Xenon Searchlight

INTRODUCTION
Trouble Shooting: 200 Watt Xenon Searchlight
Tools required for First Level Work: Medium-size Phillips Screwdriver, Small Straight Blade
Screwdriver, and Multi-Meter to measure DC and AC Volts and resistance <1 Ohm to > 10,000 Ohms.
Tools required for more in-depth work: Clamp-on Ammeter measuring 12A DC, ¼-inch Allen Wrench
with ¼-inch hex bit to close searchlight, and Lamp Wrench to Install/Deinstall Lamp (see Fig. 1 below)

To get started, find your symptom below, and select the “link” to the right,
which will take you to the appropriate section. NOTE: Prior to that, scroll
down and read “How a Xenon System Works”… it will help save you time!

Searchlight Symptom

Beam does not come ON with Flashing across Lamp Electrodes
Beam does not come ON with No Flashing across Lamp
Electrodes (Motion works)
Nothing works (No Motion, No Beam-Size Focus, No Flashing
across electrodes, etc.)
Motion Problem: Motion only works Up/Down but not Left/Right

Section
1
2
3
4A

Motion Problem: Motion only works Left/Right but not Up/Down

4B

Motion Problem: Moves in one Horizontal Direction-only and
Up/Down works Fine
Motion Problem: Moves in one Vertical direction-only and
Left/Right works Fine
Motion works except Fast/Slow Speed Function

4C
4D
4E

Electric Beam-Size Focus doesn’t work, but all else does

5

Lamp goes OFF by itself

6

Control Fuse blows when Beam-START Switch is activated

7

One of the two 10-Amp Line Input Fuses blows

8

Beam will not go OFF

9
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“How a Xenon System Works”
Concerning the malfunction of a Xenon Searchlight Beam itself, if there is a component
failure, it usually can be traced to one of the following three main components, with
photo’s below showing relative size:
1.) The Power Supply: Printed Circuit Board which supplies DC power to the Lamp
(installed in the power supply housing, remote from searchlight Housing)
2.) The Lamp Igniter Module: Provides a High Voltage Arc in order to start the Lamp
(located in Searchlight Housing).
3.) The Xenon Lamp: The Light Source for the Xenon Searchlight (located in
Searchlight Housing)

Power Supply Board

Part No. PS11803-2-115 (115VAC)
Part No. PS11803-2-230 (230VAC)

Igniter Module
Part No. 12815

Xenon Lamp

Part No. CFX200

Lamp System Operation:
-

When the START-Switch is pressed a contactor (relay) is energized

-

Relay contacts close, keeping the relay energized

-

115VAC or 230VAC energize the Power Supply Board

-

A temporary low current 175 VDC or greater, voltage goes to the igniter

-

The igniter pulses to make multiple 25,000V pulses each second.

-

The Lamp begins arcing (flashing) and in a very short time, high current flows

-

The igniter pulsing stops when the “ON” arc voltage becomes about 20V

-

Lamp current flow is regulated to 12A

-

Pressing the Beam-OFF switch opens a relay coil, removing lamp power
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Motion System Operation Motion control is possible whenever:
-

The AC Power Switch is turned on. Located on Power Supply

-

The three fuses mounted on the Power Supply enclosure are not blown

-

The front glass of the searchlight is correctly installed, closing a door interlock
safety switch

-

All Beam-OFF switches are closed (very important)

Within the Control Station, 120VAC relays controlled by the joystick, switch low voltage
DC, made in the Control Station, to operate the pan and tilt motors. The focus motor is
controlled using a forward/reversing switch.
The main system components other than the light itself are shown in the following
photos along with a view of acceptable test equipment and a couple important drawings.
Refer to the Schematic Elementary Wiring Diagram WD8009-1 below, so that you can
learn how the electrical functions operate the searchlight.

Figure 1 below shows the tool (Part No. 10446) used to remove and
install the lamp (Part No. CFX200)

Figure 1

Figure 2a and 2b shows a typical Power Supply and Control Station
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Two 10A Line Input Fuses
(Part No. 4726A10)

1A or 2A Control Fuse
Figure 2A (Power Supply)

(Newer Power Supplies may have
a 2A fuse, but either a 1A Fuse
Part No. 4107A1, or 2A Fuse Part
No. 41072A, is acceptable.)

WD8009-1 Schematic Elementary wiring diagram
Note:
Above
the “Master”
Station.
The “Slave”
Figure
2B is
(Master
Joystick
Controller)
station will be the same footprint, but 3-inches less
deep, since it does not the transformer, rectifier or
directional al relays.
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Slip-Ring Assembly (located in bottom of Searchlight Base)
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Styles of multimeters – any will work for Voltage and resistance but a
DC clamp-on is needed for current
Higher end

low end

$30

$400
Higher end

$350

clamp-on

$150

low end

$30

How to measure current with a clamp-on meter (one wire only)
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SECTION 1
“Beam does not come ON with Flashing
across Lamp Electrodes”
This is likely a lamp failure. Replace Model CFX200 lamp, using Lamp Wrench
P/N 10466 (see Figure 2), which shipped with the searchlight. Take care to
follow the “Front Cover Tightening Instructions” seen below as well.
CAUTION: If this is a new installation, or the system has been rewired, make
sure the DC wires are not reversed, which causes “reverse polarity” and will
instantly destroy the lamp. The NEG Terminal in Power Supply must be
connected to the NEG Searchlight Wire, and the POS Terminal in Power Supply
must be connected to the POS Searchlight Wire. A lamp which has experienced
reverse polarity will have the tip of the negative electrode (i.e. the “Cathode”)
display a melted “mushroom” appearance (see Figure 1). If required, check
Polarity up in Searchlight at the lamp with instructions seen below.

Melted
“Mushroom”
Effect

Figure 1: Lamp with Reverse Polarity

Figure 2: “Lamp Wrench” Part No. 10446
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Front Cover Tightening Instructions
CAUTION: When re-attaching the searchlight Front Door, make sure and follow the
torque wrench tightening specification described below. A Torque Wrench, Part No.
K12750, shipped with the searchlight.

NOTE: TO ENSURE GASKET SEATS PROPERLY FOR WATER TIGHT
SEAL, THESE STEPS MUST BE FOLLOWED. TIGHTEN IN A DIAGONAL
SEQUENCE FOR EACH STEP.

FOLLOW

1.
2.
3.
4.

PATTERN

INSTALL BOLTS UNTIL RESISTANCE IS FELT.
TORQUE TO APPROX 60 IN-LBS (5 FT-LBS).
NEXT, TORQUE TO APPROX 120 IN-LBS (10 FT-LBS).
WAIT AT LEAST 10 MINUTES, REPEAT STEP 3.

IMPORTANT (When Re-attaching the Top Shell): If you have removed the Top Shell
Cover, when re-attaching it, use sufficient force in driving the Allen screws all the way
into the holes. “Spring Coil Inserts” are embedded in the holes, which may require
several additional forceful turns, after screws seemed to have bottomed out.
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Polarity Testing “at the Lamp”

Step 1: Remove Igniter Cover

Step 2: Unplug the NEG Terminal from Starter
Module and leave it hanging, away from Starter.

Step 2: Red Pointer is identifying the location
of the NEG Terminal, which must be
unplugged.

Step 4: After activating then releasing BeamSTART Switch, place POS Meter Wire on
POS Terminal, and place NEG Meter Wire on
NEG Terminal. It should read approx. +175
VDC or greater... if it is reverse polarity, it will
say -175 VDC (i.e. a “negative” scale reading).
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SECTION 2

“Beam does not come ON with No Flashing
across Lamp Electrodes (Motion works)”
If the condition above occurs after activating the Beam-START Switch, verify that the
Fan is blowing in the Power Supply, and measure the AC Voltage at the input of the
Printed Circuit (See Figure 1 below). If Fan is not blowing and no AC Voltage is
measured (either 115VAC or 230 VAC depending which voltage was specified) check
switches and wiring, and/or replace contactor P/N 10356, if defective.

Figure 1

If either 115VAC or 230VAC power is being supplied to the input of the Printed Circuit
Board, shut off power and disconnect either the DC (+) or DC (-) wire from the terminal
block, which goes up to the lamp. Re-activate Beam START-Switch, then measure the
DC Output Voltage between the DC (+) and DC (-) terminals (see Figure 2 below).

Figure 2
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If no DC voltage is measured (approx. 175VDC or greater), replace the Printed Circuit
Board (P/N PS11803-2-115 for 115VAC and PS11803-2-230 if 230VAC). If Output
Voltage is approximately 175 Volts DC or greater, perform the following trouble shooting
steps in the Searchlight Head.
Remove the Searchlight Front Cover, then the Top Shell. Place a Jumper between
terminal numbers 2 and 5 to defeat the Door interlock Safety (or re-attach the Door so
as to activate the Door Interlock Switch which presses up against the glass). Remove
the Igniter Module Cover (see Figure 3 below) and unplug the Negative Wire on the
Igniter Module (see Figures 4 and 5 below), then re-activate the Beam START-Switch.
Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

“Igniter Cover”

“Red Pointer showing NEG Wire Plug”

“Red Pointer showing NEG Wire Unplugged”

Measure DC Voltage, taking care to put the positive meter probe on POS (+) and
negative meter probe on NEG (-) as per Figure 6. If the voltage value is 175 Volts DC
or greater, and reads as a positive value on your meter, indicating the correct *polarity,
replace the Igniter Module P/N 12815. If that does not work, replace the lamp P/N
CFX200. Caution: Scroll down to the very bottom of this guide to read about “Reverse
Polarity” which will destroy the lamp instantly and cause this symptom as well. Also,
follow “Front Cover Tightening Instructions below when closing up searchlight, in order
to prevent leakage.
If there is no DC Voltage, and the wiring has been re-checked from the power supply to
the searchlight base, then the Slip-ring Assembly P/N 12658X is likely faulty and needs
to be replaced.

Figure 6
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“Reverse Polarity”
CAUTION: If this is a new installation, or the system has
been rewired, make sure the DC wires are not reversed,
which will instantly destroy the lamp. The NEG Terminal
in Power Supply must be connected to the NEG
Searchlight Wire, and the POS Terminal in Power Supply
must be connected to the POS Searchlight Wire. A lamp
which has experienced reverse polarity will have the tip of
the negative electrode (i.e. the “Cathode”) display a
melted “mushroom” effect (see Figure 7).

Melted
“Mushroom”
Effect

Figure 7: Lamp subjected to “Reverse Polarity”
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Front Cover Tightening Instructions
CAUTION: When re-attaching the searchlight Front Door, make sure and follow the
torque wrench tightening specification described below. A torque wrench, Part No.
K12750, shipped with the searchlight.

NOTE: TO ENSURE GASKET SEATS PROPERLY FOR WATERTIGHT
SEAL, THESE STEPS MUST BE FOLLOWED. TIGHTEN IN A DIAGONAL
SEQUENCE FOR EACH STEP.

FOLLOW

1.
2.
3.
4.

PATTERN

INSTALL BOLTS UNTIL RESISTANCE IS FELT.
TORQUE TO APPROX 60 IN-LBS (5 FT-LBS).
NEXT, TORQUE TO APPROX 120 IN-LBS (10 FT-LBS).
WAIT AT LEAST 10 MINUTES, REPEAT STEP 3.

IMPORTANT (When Re-attaching the Top Shell): If you have removed the Top Shell
Cover, when re-attaching it, use sufficient force in driving the Allen screws all the way
into the holes. “Spring Coil Inserts” are embedded in the holes, which may require
several additional forceful turns, after screws seemed to have bottomed out.
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SECTION 3
“Nothing works (No Motion, No Beam-Size Focus,
No Flashing across Lamp Electrodes, etc.)”
When “nothing works”, it could be a Blown Breaker, OFF/ON Power Supply
Switch isn’t making contact, one of three fuses blown in power supply, OFFSwitch on Joystick Station(s) isn’t staying shut, Beam-START Switch (s) isn’t
making contact, a Slip-Ring has an open circuit, Searchlight Door Interlock
Switch is not making contact after the front cover has been attached to
searchlight, or incorrect wiring.
Perform the following steps in sequence. Scroll down and Reference Schematic
Elementary Wiring Diagram WD8009-1 for more clarity. Note: If it is a new
installation, it may be a wiring connection problem, since all of the equipment
was tested successfully at the Factory prior to shipment.
Step 1: Open up Model 2PS115/230 Power Supply Box so as to have access to
the Terminal Blocks inside.
Step 2: Make certain the OFF/ON Toggle Switch on the outside of the Power
Supply Housing is in the “ON” Position.
Step 3: Checking Power Supply ON/OFF Toggle Switch: Verify there is
approx. 115 VAC or 230 VAC Voltage on the Terminal Block between terminals
marked “AC.” If not, either there is no line input being supplied to the system (i.e.
check breaker), or the Toggle Switch P/N 5384-1 is not making contact and may
be defective and needs to be replaced.
Step 4: Checking F1 and F2 Fuses: Verify there is approx. 115 VAC or 230
VAC on the Terminal Block between Numbers “1” and “2”. If not, one or both of
these Fuses, P/N 4726A10, need to be checked and/or replaced.
Step 5: Checking F3 Fuse: Verify there is approx. 115 VAC on the Terminal
Block between Numbers “2” and “3”. If not, this Fuse, P/N 4107A1, needs to be
checked and/or replaced.
Step 6: Checking Beam-OFF Switch(s): Verify there is 115 VAC or 230 VAC
on the terminal block between Numbers “2” and “4”. If there is no Voltage, one or
more of the “Normally closed” Beam-OFF Switches, P/N 13248 are not remaining
closed, and may be malfunctioning and need to be replaced. If the Switch is on a
weatherproof station, then the weatherproof Beam-OFF Switch is P/N 9731.
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Step 7: Checking Beam-START Switch(s): Verify there is 115 VAC or 230
VAC between Numbers “2” and “6” when the “Normally Open” Beam-START
Switch is held in place. If there is more than one station, then check one at a
time. If there is no Voltage, the P/N 13248 Beam-START Switch may be
malfunctioning. Note: If the Switch is on a weatherproof station, then the
weatherproof Beam-START Switch is P/N is 7926.
Step 8: Checking Door Interlock Switch/Slip Rings: Check the voltage
between numbers “4” and “5” in the Power Supply. If there is no voltage, then
place a jumper across terminals “2” and “5” in the power supply and check the
voltage between “4” and “5” again. If Voltage now appears, then either the P/N
9731 Door Interlock switch is not closing (mostly likely), or there is an Open SlipRing (less likely). Remove the Searchlight Front Cover, then the Top Shell for
access up into the searchlight. Place a jumper across terminals “2” and “5”,
which bypasses the Door Interlock Switch, and re-start the Searchlight. If
everything functions correctly, then the Door Interlock Switch is not making
contact with the Front Door Surface, or is defective, and needs to be replaced. If
nothing still works, and assuming wires are connected correctly up the base of
the searchlight, then the Slip Ring assembly P/N 12658X is defective and needs
to be replaced. Refer to the “Front Cover Tightening Instructions” below when
closing up the searchlight.
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Front Cover Tightening Instructions
CAUTION: When re-attaching the searchlight Front Door, make sure and follow the
torque wrench tightening specification described below. A torque wrench, Part No.
K12750, shipped with the searchlight.

NOTE: TO ENSURE GASKET SEATS PROPERLY FOR WATERTIGHT
SEAL, THESE STEPS MUST BE FOLLOWED. TIGHTEN IN A DIAGONAL
SEQUENCE FOR EACH STEP.

FOLLOW

1.
2.
3.
4.

PATTERN

INSTALL BOLTS UNTIL RESISTANCE IS FELT.
TORQUE TO APPROX 60 IN-LBS (5 FT-LBS).
NEXT, TORQUE TO APPROX 120 IN-LBS (10 FT-LBS).
WAIT AT LEAST 10 MINUTES, REPEAT STEP 3.

IMPORTANT (When Re-attaching the Top Shell): If you have removed the Top Shell
Cover, when re-attaching it, use sufficient force in driving the Allen screws all the way
into the holes. “Spring Coil Inserts” are embedded in the holes, which may require
several additional forceful turns, after screws seemed to have bottomed out.
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Section 4A
“Motion only works Up/Down but not Left/Right”
Note: Refer to the WD8009-1 Schematic Elementary Wiring diagram below at the end of
this section, to better understand the trouble shooting steps. It will also be helpful to review
the brief description of “How your Xenon System Works” mentioned in the Introduction.
This problem can be found in the following areas: Joystick? Relay? Slip-Rings? Motor?
Faulty Wiring? If this is a new installation, re-check your wires, since all equipment has
been tested and run off at the Factory. And if there is more than one Joystick controlling
the same searchlight, it works fine, then replace the Joystick.
The Vertical and Horizontal circuit channels are identical, and one channel is illustrated
below:
Searchlight
Power
Supply

Left/Right
Switch

Slip-Rings

Motor

Checking Joystick: Refer to Figures #1 and #2 below. Unplug wires 34 and 35 from
the relays and replace with wires 32 and 33. Each wire is labeled with a number and
has a spade connector. If when moving the Joystick Up and Down, the searchlight
moves Left and Right, then it is likely a bad switch, and Joystick P/N JS12236X needs
to be replaced. If the Searchlight does not move Left and Right, when the Joystick is
moved Up and Down, then it is likely a faulty Horizontal Motor or Slip-ring and proceed
to next page.

Figure 1
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Figure 2

34

33

Up
Relay

Left
Relay
Right
Relay

32

Down
Relay

35

Fast/Slow
Relay

Joystick
Testing from Joystick Controller to Searchlight: If they are not already disconnected, remove spade terminals numbers 32 and 33 from Control Relays. These
terminals connect to the Horizontal Motor. If the related wiring, slip-rings, and motor are
working properly, the resistance between terminals 32 and 33 should be approx. 20-30
ohms. If that is the case, check for a mechanical obstruction. It should be possible to
rotate the searchlight by hand (with force), in either direction, against the slip-clutch. If
not possible the searchlight should be opened up and inspected. A lower or higher
ohmic resistance than 20-30 ohms indicates incorrect wiring, slip-rings or motor
problem, and you will have to “Test up in the Searchlight”, as instructed below.
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Testing up in the Searchlight: Remove the Searchlight Front Cover, then the Top
Shell. Place a Jumper between terminal numbers 2 and 5 to defeat the Door interlock
Safety (or re-attach the Door so as to activate the Door Interlock Switch which presses
up against the glass). While someone activates the Joystick(s) Right and Left, make
sure Voltage appears between terminals 32 and 33. Voltage should be approx. 12 Volts
DC in the “Slow Position” and approx. 24 Volts DC in the “Fast Position”, and the
polarity will change when switching from Left to Right. If the correct voltage is
appearing in all directions, then replace the Horizontal Motor P/N 12708X. If no Voltage
appears, then it may be a Faulty Slip-ring (P/N 12658X) in the Searchlight Base, or
Faulty Wiring leading up to the Base. Note: Make certain to follow the “Front Cover
Tightening Instructions” seen below, when closing up the searchlight.

Front Cover Tightening Instructions
CAUTION: When re-attaching the searchlight Front Door, make sure and follow the
torque wrench tightening specification described below. A torque wrench, Part No.
K12750, shipped with the searchlight.

NOTE: TO ENSURE GASKET SEATS PROPERLY FOR WATERTIGHT
SEAL, THESE STEPS MUST BE FOLLOWED. TIGHTEN IN A DIAGONAL
SEQUENCE FOR EACH STEP.

FOLLOW

1.
2.
3.
4.

PATTERN

INSTALL BOLTS UNTIL RESISTANCE IS FELT.
TORQUE TO APPROX 60 IN-LBS (5 FT-LBS).
NEXT, TORQUE TO APPROX 120 IN-LBS (10 FT-LBS).
WAIT AT LEAST 10 MINUTES, REPEAT STEP 3.

IMPORTANT (When Re-attaching the Top Shell): If you have removed the Top Shell
Cover, when re-attaching it, use sufficient force in driving the Allen screws all the way
into the holes. “Spring Coil Inserts” are embedded in the holes, which may require
several additional forceful turns, after screws seemed to have bottomed out.
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Schematic Elementary Wiring Diagram WD8009-1 (MOD)

Slip-Ring Assembly (located in searchlight base)
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Section 4B
“Motion only works Left/Right not Up/Down”
Note: Refer to the WD8009-1 Schematic Elementary Wiring diagram below at the end of
this section, to better understand the trouble shooting steps. It will also be helpful to review
the brief description of “How your Xenon System Works” mentioned in the Introduction.
This problem can be found in the following areas: Joystick? Relay? Slip-Rings? Motor?
Faulty Wiring? If this is a new installation, re-check your wires, since all equipment has
been tested and run off at the Factory. And if there is more than one Joystick controlling
the same searchlight, it works fine, then replace the Joystick.
The Vertical and Horizontal circuit channels are identical, and one channel is illustrated
below:
Searchlight
Power
Supply

Up/Down
Switch

Slip-Rings

Motor

Checking Joystick: Refer to Figures #1 and #2 below. Unplug wires 32 and 33 from
the relays and replace with wires 34 and 35. Each wire is labeled with a number and
has a spade connector. If when moving the Joystick Left and Right, the searchlight
moves Up and Down, then it is likely a bad Switch, and P/N JS12236X needs to be
replaced. If the searchlight does not move Up and Down when moving the Joystick Left
and Right, then it is likely a faulty Slip-ring or Faulty Vertical Motor, and then proceed to
the next page.

Figure #1
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Figure #2

34

33

Up
Relay

Left
Relay
Right
Relay

32

35

Down
Relay

Fast/Slow
Relay

Joystick
Testing from Joystick Controller to Searchlight:
If they are not already
disconnected, remove spade terminals numbers 34 and 35 from Control Relays. These
terminals connect to the Vertical Motor. If the related wiring, slip-rings, and motor are
working properly, the resistance between terminals 34 and 35 should be approx. 20-30
ohms. If it is within that range, there may be a mechanical obstruction. A lower or
higher ohmic resistance than 20-30 ohms indicates incorrect wiring, slip-rings or motor
problem. In either case, you will have to “Test up in the Searchlight.”
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Testing up in the Searchlight: Remove the Searchlight Front Cover, then the Top
Shell. Place a Jumper between terminal numbers 2 and 5 to defeat the Door interlock
Safety (or re-attach the Door so as to activate the Door Interlock Switch which presses
up against the glass). While someone activates the Joystick(s) Right and Left, make
sure Voltage appears between terminals 34 and 35. Voltage should be approx. 12 Volts
DC in the “Slow Position” and approx. 24 Volts DC in the “Fast Position”, and the
polarity will change when switching from Left to Right. If the correct voltage is
appearing in all directions, then replace the Vertical Motor P/N 12714X. If no Voltage
appears, then it may be a Faulty Slip-ring in the Searchlight Base, or Faulty Wiring
leading up to the Base. Note: Make certain to follow the “Front Cover Tightening
Instructions” seen below, when closing the searchlight back up.

Front Cover Tightening Instructions
CAUTION: When re-attaching the searchlight Front Door, make sure and follow the
torque wrench tightening specification described below. A torque wrench, Part No.
K12750, shipped with the searchlight.

NOTE: TO ENSURE GASKET SEATS PROPERLY FOR WATERTIGHT
SEAL, THESE STEPS MUST BE FOLLOWED. TIGHTEN IN A DIAGONAL
SEQUENCE FOR EACH STEP.

FOLLOW

1.
2.
3.
4.

PATTERN

INSTALL BOLTS UNTIL RESISTANCE IS FELT.
TORQUE TO APPROX 60 IN-LBS (5 FT-LBS).
NEXT, TORQUE TO APPROX 120 IN-LBS (10 FT-LBS).
WAIT AT LEAST 10 MINUTES, REPEAT STEP 3.

IMPORTANT (When Re-attaching the Top Shell): If you have removed the Top
Shell Cover, when re-attaching it, use sufficient force in driving the Allen screws all
the way into the holes. “Spring Coil Inserts” are embedded in the holes, which may
require several additional forceful turns, after screws seemed to have bottomed out.
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Schematic Elementary Wiring Diagram WD8009-1 (MOD)

Slip-Ring Assembly (located in searchlight base)
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Section 4C
“Moves in one Horizontal Direction-only
and Up/Down works fine”
Note: Refer to the WD8009-1 Schematic Elementary Wiring diagram below at the end of
this section, to better understand the trouble shooting steps. It will also be helpful to review
the brief description of “How your Xenon System Works” mentioned in the Introduction.
This problem can be found in the following areas: Joystick? Relay? Motor? Faulty
Wiring? If this is a new installation, re-check your wires, since all of the equipment has
been tested and run off at the Factory.
The Vertical and Horizontal circuit channels are identical, and one channel is illustrated
below:

Searchlight
Power
Supply

Left/Right
Switch

Slip-Rings

Motor

1.)

More than one Joystick: If there is more than one Joystick, and this is only
happening on one Joystick, then the Joystick P/N JS12236X is likely faulty and
needs to be replaced.

2.)

Checking the Joystick: If the searchlight will not move in one direction when
using any of the Joysticks do the following: When system power is applied and
the joystick is centered, measure the AC voltage on the Master Joystick Control
Station terminal block between terminals 5 and 20, then measure between
terminals 5 and 21. Both should be at or near 0 Volts. Next move the joystick in
both sideways directions while checking the voltage at terminals 5 and 21. The
reading should be >100V one way and near 0 Volts the opposite way. Now
repeat the same test when measuring between terminals 5 and 20. If either test
fails, one of the contact sets is bad and the entire Joystick Switch Assembly P/N
JS12236X should be replaced. If the switch module tests good, go to step 3.
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3.)

Testing the Relays: Using a voltmeter, probe the Control Station terminal block
at terminals 32 and 33 with system power on and joystick centered. It should be
close to 0V. Next, move the joystick in both directions and depending on the
level of the input voltage, observe that the probe voltage is in the range of 1114VDC (slow position) or 22V-33V (fast), both plus and minus. If not, check that
no damage or accidental wiring has occurred with the Control Station internal
wiring. If there has been none, replace the non-operating relay. 2CR or 3CR for
slow, 6CR for fast. Note: Relay coil resistance is about 4500 Ω. If this step
passes, go to step 4.

4.)

Testing Wiring up to the Searchlight: Remove spade terminals numbers 32
and 33 from the Control Station relays. These terminals connect to the pan
motor. If the motor and related wiring is connected properly, the resistance
between terminals 32 and 33 will be in the range of 20-30 Ohms. A lower or
higher value indicates a wiring (including slip rings) or a motor problem. An
optional test giving positive proof that wiring to the light, the slip rings and motor
are good, can be made by connecting any DC source between 9V-24V able to
supply > 150ma and fused at 1A, to the removed press-on terminals. The light
should rotate in both directions depending on polarity. If it does not move, go to
step 5.

5.)

Testing up in the Searchlight: Remove the Searchlight Front Cover, then the
Top Shell. Place a Jumper between terminal numbers 2 and 5 to defeat the Door
interlock Safety (or re-attach the Door so as to activate the Door Interlock Switch
which presses up against the glass). While someone activates the Joystick(s)
Right and Left, make sure Voltage appears between terminals 32 and 33.
Voltage should be approx. 12 Volts DC in the “Slow Position” and approx. 24
Volts DC in the “Fast Position”, and the polarity will change when switching from
Left to Right. If the correct voltage is appearing in all directions, then replace the
Horizontal Motor P/N 12708X. If no Voltage appears in one direction, then it may
be Faulty Wiring leading up to the Base. Note: Make certain to follow the “Front
Cover Tightening Instructions seen below, when closing up the searchlight.
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Front Cover Tightening Instructions
CAUTION: When re-attaching the searchlight Front Door, make sure and follow the
torque wrench tightening specification described below. A torque wrench, Part No.
K12750, shipped with the searchlight.

NOTE: TO ENSURE GASKET SEATS PROPERLY FOR WATERTIGHT
SEAL, THESE STEPS MUST BE FOLLOWED. TIGHTEN IN A DIAGONAL
SEQUENCE FOR EACH STEP.

FOLLOW

1.
2.
3.
4.

PATTERN

INSTALL BOLTS UNTIL RESISTANCE IS FELT.
TORQUE TO APPROX 60 IN-LBS (5 FT-LBS).
NEXT, TORQUE TO APPROX 120 IN-LBS (10 FT-LBS).
WAIT AT LEAST 10 MINUTES, REPEAT STEP 3.

IMPORTANT (When Re-attaching the Top Shell): If you have removed the Top
Shell Cover, when re-attaching it, use sufficient force in driving the Allen screws all
the way into the holes. “Spring Coil Inserts” are embedded in the holes, which may
require several additional forceful turns, after screws seemed to have bottomed out.
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Section 4D
“Moves in one Vertical Direction-only
and Left/Right works Fine”
Note: Refer to the WD8009-1 Elementary Schematic Wiring diagram below at the end of
this section, to better understand the trouble shooting steps. It will also be helpful to review
the brief description of “How your Xenon System Works” mentioned in the Introduction.
This problem can be found in the following areas: Joystick? Relay? Motor? Faulty
Wiring? If this is a new installation, re-check your wires since all the equipment has been
tested and run off at the Factory.
The Vertical and Horizontal circuit channels are identical, and one channel is illustrated
below:

Searchlight
Power
Supply

Up/Down
Switch

Slip-Rings

Motor

6.)

More than one Joystick: If there is more than one Joystick, and this is only
happening on one Joystick, then replace that Joystick, P/N JS12236X.

7.)

Checking the Joystick: If the searchlight will not move in one direction when
using any of the Joysticks do the following: When system power is applied and
the joystick is centered, measure the AC voltage on the Master Joystick Control
Station terminal block between terminals 5 and 22, then measure between
terminals 5 and 23. Both should be at or near 0 Volts. Next move the joystick in
both sideways directions while checking the voltage at terminals 5 and 23. The
reading should be >100V one way and near 0 Volts the opposite way. Now
repeat the same test when measuring between terminals 5 and 22. If either test
fails, one of the contact sets is bad and the entire Joystick Switch Assembly P/N
JS12236X should be replaced. If the switch module tests good, go to step 3.
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8.)

Testing the Relays: Using a voltmeter, probe the Control Station terminal block
at terminals 34 and 35 with system power on and joystick centered. It should be
close to 0V. Next, move the joystick in both directions and depending on the
level of the input voltage, observe that the probe voltage is in the range of 1114VDC (slow position) or 22V-33V (fast), both plus and minus. If not, check that
no damage or accidental wiring has occurred with the Control Station internal
wiring. If there has been none, replace the non-operating relay. 4CR or 5CR for
slow, 6CR for fast. Note: Relay coil resistance is about 4500Ω. If this step
passes, go to step 4.

9.)

Testing Wiring up to the Searchlight: Remove spade terminals numbers 34
and 35 from the Control Station relays. These terminals connect to the pan
motor. If the motor and related wiring is connected properly, the resistance
between terminals 34 and 35 will be in the range of 20-30 Ohms. A lower or
higher value indicates a wiring (including slip rings) or a motor problem. An
optional test giving positive proof that wiring to the light, the slip rings and motor
are good, can be made by connecting any DC source between 9V-24V able to
supply > 150ma and fused at 1A, to the removed press-on terminals. The light
should rotate in both directions depending on polarity. If it does not move, go to
step 5.

10.)

Testing up in the Searchlight: Remove the Searchlight Front Cover, then the
Top Shell. Place a Jumper between terminal numbers 2 and 5 to defeat the Door
interlock Safety (or re-attach the Door so as to activate the Door Interlock Switch
which presses up against the glass). While someone activates the Joystick(s)
Right and Left, make sure Voltage appears between terminals 34 and 35.
Voltage should be approx. 12 Volts DC in the “Slow Position” and approx. 24
Volts DC in the “Fast Position”, and the polarity will change when switching from
Up to Down. If the correct voltage is appearing in all directions, then replace the
Vertical Motor P/N 12714X. If no Voltage appears in one direction, then it may
be Faulty Wiring leading up to the Base. Note: Make certain to follow the “Front
Cover Tightening Instructions seen below, when closing up the searchlight.
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Front Cover Tightening Instructions
CAUTION: When re-attaching the searchlight Front Door, make sure and follow the
torque wrench tightening specification described below. A torque wrench, Part No.
K12750, shipped with the searchlight.

NOTE: TO ENSURE GASKET SEATS PROPERLY FOR WATERTIGHT
SEAL, THESE STEPS MUST BE FOLLOWED. TIGHTEN IN A DIAGONAL
SEQUENCE FOR EACH STEP.

FOLLOW

1.
2.
3.
4.

PATTERN

INSTALL BOLTS UNTIL RESISTANCE IS FELT.
TORQUE TO APPROX 60 IN-LBS (5 FT-LBS).
NEXT, TORQUE TO APPROX 120 IN-LBS (10 FT-LBS).
WAIT AT LEAST 10 MINUTES, REPEAT STEP 3.

IMPORTANT (When Re-attaching the Top Shell): If you have removed the Top
Shell Cover, when re-attaching it, use sufficient force in driving the Allen screws all
the way into the holes. “Spring Coil Inserts” are embedded in the holes, which may
require several additional forceful turns, after screws seemed to have bottomed out.
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Section 4E
“Motion works except Fast/Slow
Speed Function”
This problem can be found in the following areas: Relay? Joystick? Faulty Wiring? If this
is a new installation, re-check your wires, since all equipment has been tested and run
off at the Factory
Checking Fast/Slow Relay: If the motor won’t speed up when pressed in all directions
(i.e. Up, Down, Left and Right) then Relay “CR6” is likely defective and needs to be
replaced. See Figures 1 and 2 below.
CR6

Figure #1
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Checking Joystick: If the Speed changes in some directions (i.e. Up, Down, Right and
Left), but not others, then the Joystick contacts are likely faulty, and the Joystick Part
Number JS12236X, should be replaced.
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Section 5
“Electric Beam-Size Focus doesn’t work,
but everything else does”

Note: Refer to the WD8009-1 Schematic Elementary Wiring diagram below at the end of
this section, to better understand the trouble shooting steps. It will also be helpful to review
the brief description of “How your Xenon System Works” mentioned in the Introduction.

The Beam-size Focus Motor is controlled by a center-off, reversing rocker switch. A
malfunction means there is a problem in one of the following areas: Switch? Slip-Ring?
Motor? Faulty Wiring? If this is a new installation, re-check your wires, since all
equipment has been tested and run off at the Factory.
If there is more than one Joystick Controller, and the Beam-Size function works fine from
one location, then the wiring or switch is faulty at the location of malfunction.
The Beam-Size Focus circuit channel is illustrated below:

Searchlight
Power
Supply

Beam-Size
Focus Switch

Slip-Rings

Motor

Beam-Size Focus Function works in one direction but not other: This

means that the Slip-Ring is fine since power is getting to the motor, so it is either a
Faulty Switch, Faulty Motor or Faulty wiring (the Motor is the least likely since it goes in
one direction). Check Switch by measuring the DC Voltage on the Joystick Controller
Terminal Block between terminals 38 and 39, as the Switch is pressed in both
directions. The Voltage should read approx. 9 Volts DC or greater, and reverse polarity
when pressed in both directions. Replace Switch if this is not the case.
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Beam-Size Focus Motor doesn’t work in either direction:

1.)

Check Beam-Size Focus Switch: Check Voltage between terminals 38 and
39 described above. Replace Switch if Voltage does not appear as described.

2.)

Check from Joystick to Searchlight: Measure the DC resistance between
terminals 38 and 39 on the Joystick Controller Terminal Block. This checks the
motor, and interconnect wiring all the way up through the slip-rings to the motor,
and it should be approx. 25-30 ohms. Outside of this range is either a short, or
open in the wiring, slip-ring or motor and must be found.

3.)

Testing up in Searchlight: Remove the Searchlight Front Cover, then the
Top Shell. Place a Jumper between terminal numbers 2 and 5 to defeat the
Door interlock Safety (or re-attach the Door so as to activate the Door Interlock
Switch which presses up against the glass). While someone activates the
Beam-Size Focus Switch in either direction, measure the voltage between
terminals 38 and 39. The Voltage should measure approximately 9 to 24 Volts,
and the polarity will change, in opposite directions. If the voltage is correct,
replace Motor P/N 12691, if there is no Voltage, then the Slip-ring is defective,
or the wiring connections are faulty.

4.)

Check Slip-Ring: This can likely only occur, by de-installing the searchlight.
Check slip-rings by doing a continuity from Terminal Number 38 in the
Searchlight Base below the Slip-rings, to Terminal Number 38 above the Sliprings. Do the same for Terminal Number 39, and if one or both show no
continuity replace, Slip-ring Assembly (usually it is best to ship back, and have
this repair done at the Factory).
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Front Cover Tightening Instructions
CAUTION: When re-attaching the searchlight Front Door, make sure and follow the
torque wrench tightening specification described below. A torque wrench, Part No.
K12750, shipped with the searchlight.

NOTE: TO ENSURE GASKET SEATS PROPERLY FOR WATERTIGHT
SEAL, THESE STEPS MUST BE FOLLOWED. TIGHTEN IN A DIAGONAL
SEQUENCE FOR EACH STEP.

FOLLOW

1.
2.
3.
4.

PATTERN

INSTALL BOLTS UNTIL RESISTANCE IS FELT.
TORQUE TO APPROX 60 IN-LBS (5 FT-LBS).
NEXT, TORQUE TO APPROX 120 IN-LBS (10 FT-LBS).
WAIT AT LEAST 10 MINUTES, REPEAT STEP 3.

IMPORTANT (When Re-attaching the Top Shell): If you have removed the Top
Shell Cover, when re-attaching it, use sufficient force in driving the Allen screws all
the way into the holes. “Spring Coil Inserts” are embedded in the holes, which may
require several additional forceful turns, after screws seemed to have bottomed out.
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Schematic Elementary Wiring Diagram WD8009-1 (MOD)

Slip-Ring Assembly (located in searchlight base)
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Section 6
“Lamp suddenly goes off by itself after

running awhile, and motion works”

If the lamp can be restarted, thereby “assuming it is a good lamp”, then the problem
might be an over-heating problem with the power supply ballast board (i.e. the board is
shutting itself down due to over temperature), or a faulty relay.
1.)

Check for Over-heating: If there is inadequate Air-flow from the Fan in the
Power Supply, or the Fan is not coming ON at all, either of these conditions could
cause the power supply ballast board to shut down. The Fan should be
operating as soon as the Beam-Start Switch is released. If the Fan is not
operating, check to see if there is 115 VAC between terminal numbers “5” and “6”
in the power supply. If there is Voltage, then replace the Fan P/N 9592.

2.)

Checking for Faulty Relay: There could be a Faulty Relay, which is
intermittently failing, and the relay contacts are opening up. After the lamp has
gone off by itself, and without trying to re-start the lamp, measure the voltage
inside the Power Supply between terminals 4 and 6. If there is no Voltage,
replace Relay P/N 10356. If there is Voltage, proceed to Step 3 below.

3.)

Checking Power Supply Ballast Board: After the lamp has gone off by itself,
and without trying to restart the lamp, measure the DC Voltage between the
DC(+) and DC(-) terminals inside the Power Supply. When making this
measurement, the relay should be closed, and the Fan operating. There should
be approx. 175 Volts DC or greater. If there is no Voltage, or significantly less
than that, then the board is intermittently failing, and should be replaced. If it is a
115 VAC application the board P/N is PS11803-2-115, and if it is a 230 VAC
application, the board P/N is PS11803-2-230.
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SECTION 7
“Control Fuse blows when Beam-START
Switch is activated”
Note: Refer to the WD8009-1 Schematic Elementary Wiring diagram below at the end of
this section, to better understand the trouble shooting steps. It will also be helpful to review
the brief description of “How your Xenon System Works” mentioned in the Introduction.
The 1A fuse powers the control related parts of the system. Some newer power
supplies have 2A fuses, but either size or amperage rating is acceptable.
In an emergency, the light itself can be turned on by directly connecting 120VAC to the
AC input terminals on the power supply card.
Test 1
If only the 1A fuse blows, hold down the “OFF” switch before, and while power is
applied to the system, continue to hold down the “OFF” switch and remove system
power. see if the 1A fuse has blown. If it has not, the problem is at, or to the right side
of terminal 4, on the WD8009-1 wiring diagram.
Terminal block miswiring or damaged interconnect wiring is often the problem. If the
fuse has blown run test 2.
Test 2
Disconnect the wire at terminal 3 of the Master Control Station and repeat the test. If
the fuse blows, the Power Supply must be fixed or replaced. If the fuse does not blow,
there is likely a short between the #3 and #5 wire in the cable connecting the Control
Station to the Power Supply. Nails and screws can often cause such a short.
Sometimes the reason the 1A fuse blows is because the transformer in the Control
Station connected between the Power Supply terminals 4 and 5 has become shorted, or
the diode bridge shorts. If F3 blows quickly, as indicated by a large gap in the fuse wire,
run test 3.
Test 3
- Remove the wire labeled 25 or 28 that goes to the diode bridge.
- Replace F3, apply power and if fuse does not blow now, replace the diode
bridge. If fuse still blows:
- Remove the wire on terminal 4 going to the Control Station. Measure DC
resistance from the open (#4) wire to Power Supply terminal 5. If not more than
25 Ohms replace the transformer. With #4 wire still open and Power turned off,
measure the DC resistance from terminals 3 and 2 in the Power Supply. It should
measure open. If it does not, there is a mis-wire that must be found.
Note: The DC resistance of the transformer primary is about 30 Ohms.
If a problem still exists, go to Test 4 below,
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Test 4
With AC power off, measure the DC resistance from terminal 6 to terminal 5 in the
Control Station. It should be about 70 Ohms. If it is lower, check the Power Supply fan
resistance (200 Ohms) the Power Supply relay contactor coil (1600 Ohms) and the fan
in the searchlight head (125 Ohms). If these all check ok, the slip ring assembly must be
tested for shorts between channels. Slip ring wiring is shown below.

NOTE: If, during the investigation, the searchlight head is opened, the
instructions at the bottom of this section must be followed to prevent leaks from
occurring.
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Front Cover Tightening Instructions
CAUTION: When re-attaching the searchlight Front Door, make sure and follow the
torque wrench tightening specification described below. A torque wrench, Part No.
K12750, shipped with the searchlight.

NOTE: TO ENSURE GASKET SEATS PROPERLY FOR WATERTIGHT
SEAL, THESE STEPS MUST BE FOLLOWED. TIGHTEN IN A DIAGONAL
SEQUENCE FOR EACH STEP.

FOLLOW

1.
2.
3.
4.

PATTERN

INSTALL BOLTS UNTIL RESISTANCE IS FELT.
TORQUE TO APPROX 60 IN-LBS (5 FT-LBS).
NEXT, TORQUE TO APPROX 120 IN-LBS (10 FT-LBS).
WAIT AT LEAST 10 MINUTES, REPEAT STEP 3.

IMPORTANT (When Re-attaching the Top Shell): If you have removed the Top
Shell Cover, when re-attaching it, use sufficient force in driving the Allen screws all
the way into the holes. “Spring Coil Inserts” are embedded in the holes, which may
require several additional forceful turns, after screws seemed to have bottomed out.
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SECTION 8
“One of the 10-Amp Line Input Fuses blow regularly”
Note: Refer to the WD8009-1 Schematic Elementary Wiring diagram below at the end of
this section, to better understand the trouble shooting steps. It will also be helpful to review
the brief description of “How your Xenon System Works” mentioned in the Introduction.
The first test is to verify the blown fuse is actually rated for 10A. It is possible to
accidentally interchange a 1A or 2A fuse for the 10A fuse. If this was done, the reliability
and safety of the system has been reduced.

If the line voltage is 120VAC
The problem is very likely in the overall Power Supply enclosure and is due to
unplanned or unauthorized wiring changes. To be sure, remove and insulate both of the
AC input power leads from the input spade terminals on the circuit board. These are
push-on spade terminals. Install new fuses and apply power. If the fuses blow, repair
the wiring between the fuses and relay or replace the entire Power Supply.
Note: If the entire Power Supply is replaced because the above test failed, it is likely the
internal circuit board is good. Remove it to keep as a possible spare.
If the fuses do not blow when the AC input power leads are removed from the circuit
card, press the Start switch on the Control Station and look for AC line voltage across
the leads removed from the Circuit Board. This indicates the relay is working. Press the
Off button and check that the voltage is 0 volts across the leads. If this test passes,
replace the Circuit Board assembly that causes a fuse to blow when connected.

If the line voltage is 240VAC
The problem is very likely in the overall Power Supply and is due to unplanned or
unauthorized wiring changes. To be sure, remove both AC input power leads from the
input spade terminals on the circuit board. These are push-on spade terminals. Install
new fuses and apply power. If the fuse(s) blow, disconnect the 24- to 120V step down
transformer located in the Power Supply (see photo) by opening one of the primary side
wires.
Note: In the photo, the power converter near the transformer is for the LED light set and
camera used in non 200W systems.
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If the fuse(s) do not blow, replace the step-down transformer (P/N 9204).

If the fuse(s) do blow, repair the wiring between the fuses, relay or transformer.
Optionally, replace the entire Power Supply.
Note: If the entire Power Supply is replaced because the above test failed, it is likely the
internal circuit board is good. Remove it to keep as a possible spare.
If the fuses do not blow when the AC input power leads are removed from the circuit
card, press the Start switch on the Control Station and look for AC line voltage across
the leads removed from the Circuit Board. This indicates the relay is working. Press the
Off button and check that the voltage is 0 volts across the leads. If this test passes,
replace the Circuit Board assembly causing a fuse to blow when connected.
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Front Cover Tightening Instructions
CAUTION: When re-attaching the searchlight Front Door, make sure and follow the
torque wrench tightening specification described below. A torque wrench, Part No.
K12750, shipped with the searchlight.

NOTE: TO ENSURE GASKET SEATS PROPERLY FOR WATERTIGHT
SEAL, THESE STEPS MUST BE FOLLOWED. TIGHTEN IN A DIAGONAL
SEQUENCE FOR EACH STEP.

FOLLOW

1.
2.
3.
4.

PATTERN

INSTALL BOLTS UNTIL RESISTANCE IS FELT.
TORQUE TO APPROX 60 IN-LBS (5 FT-LBS).
NEXT, TORQUE TO APPROX 120 IN-LBS (10 FT-LBS).
WAIT AT LEAST 10 MINUTES, REPEAT STEP 3.

IMPORTANT (When Re-attaching the Top Shell): If you have removed the Top
Shell Cover, when re-attaching it, use sufficient force in driving the Allen screws all
the way into the holes. “Spring Coil Inserts” are embedded in the holes, which may
require several additional forceful turns, after screws seemed to have bottomed out.
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Section 9
“Beam will not go OFF”
This problem can be found in the following areas: Jumpers not Removed from Joystick
Controllers? Beam-OFF Switch Faulty? Faulty Wiring? If this is a new installation, re-check
your wires, since all of the equipment has been tested and run off at the Factory.
Jumpers not removed from Joystick Controllers: Refer to connection wiring
diagram WD8010 below. As per the yellow highlighted information, make sure that the
jumpers connected between “X” and “4” on the terminal block are removed, on all
Joystick Controllers, except the “Last Slave Station.” If there is only Joystick Controller,
then leave the jumper on.
Check for Faulty Beam-OFF Switch: At the station which will not turn OFF the Beam,
take a meter and do a resistance reading between terminals “X” and “3” on the Joystick
Controller Terminal block. The meter should read almost zero ohms without pushing
the Beam-OFF Switch. When holding the Beam-OFF Switch down, the meter should
read almost infinite ohms (i.e. an open circuit). If these are not the readings, then the
Switch is bad and should be replaced, or the system is not wired correctly.
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